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Chromatic chess Appendix
——

1. PROOF We begin with a simple proof of the folk version of theorem 1.

Proof. Suppose that the plane is filled with regular polygons of n sides so that the
angle subtended by any side is α = 2π/n. The triangle formed by the angle α and
the opposite side of the polygon is isosceles. Lets call β the other two angles of such a
triangle. Suppose that in each vertex of the tessellation arem polygons, then we should
have m2β = 2π. Since α, β are inner angles of an isosceles triangle α+ 2β = π. So
that 2π/n+ 2π/m = π, therefore
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With n,m ∈ N it is easy to see that the only possible values of the number of polygons
in each vertex ism = 6, 4, 3 which are obtained with n = 3, 4, 6, the number of sides
of each polygon, respectively.

2. CHROMATIC CHESS GAME RULES In this section, we may assume that the
reader knows the rules of chess as accepted by FIDE (the official FIDE chess rules are
at [4]). Most of the rules of chromatic chess are derived from FIDE, nevertheless the
reader can find below the entire set of rules of the chromatic chess game.

Objective of the game

Article 1. Two opposing teams formed by at least one people each can play the game
of chess; however, two people by a team are more recommendable. Teams are called
team 1 and team 2. Teams move their pieces alternately on a chromatic board called a
hexa-chessboard. Each team would have different colored pieces. The team placed in
row 1 as shown in Figure 1 commences the game.The members of a team may consult
each other only during three breaks at each game. Each break may last 3 minutes each,
during this breaks the players must stop the chess clock. The rules of the chromatic
chess clock are in article 9.

Remark. Note that the pieces of each team may have two colors each, but there exists
the possibility of having black and white pieces as in traditional chess.

Article 2. The objective of each team is to place the opponents aim piece (described
in article 3) under attack in such a way that the opponent has no legal move available.
The team who achieves this goal is said to have checkmated the opponent s aim piece
and to have won the game. Leaving ones aim piece under attack, exposing ones aim
piece to attack and also capturing the opponents aim piece are not allowed. The team
whose aim piece is checkmated lost the game.

Article 3. The game is drawn if a position is reached in which neither team can check-
mate.

Article 4 (Chess hexa-boards). The hexa-chessboard is composed of a chromatic
grid of equilateral hexagons which in turn form a hexagon of seven or eight hexagons
by side as shown in figures Figure 1 and Figure 2. There are two possible chess hexa-
board : 1) the three colors, and 2) the four colors boards.
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Figure (1). Seven by side chromatic board with three colors.

1) Three colors board. This board uses three different colors named c1, c2, and
c3. The side labeled withA1 toG1 (seven hexagons) in Figure 1, is called row 1,
and must be colored following the sequence c1, c2, c3, c1, c2, c3, c1. The row 2,
is the row from A2 to H2, (eight hexagons) and must be colored starting at A2
with c3, and must follow the sequence c2, c3, c1, et cetera, from left to right. The
row 3, is the row formed from A3 to I3, (nine hexagons) and must be colored
following the sequence c3, c1, c2, et cetera. The row 4 goes from A4 to J4,
(ten hexagons) and must be colored following the sequence c1, c2, c3, et cetera.
The row 5 goes fromA5 toK5, (eleven hexagons) must be colored following the
sequence c2, c3, c1 et cetera. The row 6, goes fromA6 to L6, (twelve hexagons)
must be colored following the sequence c3, c1, c2, et cetera. Row 7 goes from
A7 to M7, (thirteen hexagons) and must be colored following the sequence c2,
c3, c1, et cetera. Row 8 goes from B8 to M8, (twelve hexagons) and must be
colored following the sequence c3, c1, c2, et cetera. Row 9, from C9 to M9,
(eleven hexagons), must follow the sequence c1, c2, c3, et cetera. The row 10,
fromD10 toM10, (ten hexagons) must follow the sequence c3, c1, c2, et cetera.
Row 11, fromE11 toM11 (nine hexagons) must follow the sequence c2, c3, c1,
et cetera. Row 12, fromF12 toM12, (eight hexagons) must follow the sequence
c1, c2, c3 et cetera. Row 13, from G13 to M13, (seven hexagons) must follow
the sequence c3, c1, c2, et cetera.

2) Four color board. This board uses four different colors named c1, c2, c3, and
c4. The side labeled with A1 to H1 (eight hexagons) in Figure 2, is called row
1, and must be colored following the sequence c1, c2, c3, c4, c1, c2, c3, c4. The
row 2, is the row fromA2 to I2, (nine hexagons) and must be colored starting at
A2 with c3, and must follow the sequence c3, c4, c1, c2, et cetera, from left to
right. The row 3, is the row formed from A3 to J3, (ten hexagons) and must be
colored following the sequence c1, c2, c3, c4, et cetera. The row 4 goes fromA4
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Figure (2). Eight by side chromatic board with four colors.

toK4, (eleven hexagons) and must be colored following the sequence c3, c4, c1,
c2, et cetera. The row 5 goes fromA5 to L5, (twelve hexagons) must be colored
following the sequence c1, c2, c3, c4 et cetera. The row 6, goes fromA6 toM6,
(thirteen hexagons) must be colored following the sequence c3, c4, c1, c2, et
cetera. Row 7 goes from A7 to N7, (fourteen hexagons) and must be colored
following the sequence c1, c2, c3, c4, et cetera. Row 8 goes from A8 to O8,
(fifteen hexagons) and must be colored following the sequence c3, c4, c1, c2, et
cetera. Row 9, from B9 to O9, (fourteen hexagons) change the coloring of the
first hexagon it must start with c2, and must follow the sequence c2, c3, c4, c1.
The row 10, from C10 to O10, (thirteen hexagons) must follow the sequence
c1, c2, c3, c4, et cetera. Row 11, from D11 to O11 (twelve hexagons) must
follow the sequence c4, c1, c2, c3, et cetera. Row 12, from E12 to O12, (eleven
hexagons) must follow the sequence c3, c4, c1, c2, et cetera. Row 13, from F13
to O13, (ten hexagons) must follow the sequence c2, c3, c4, c1, et cetera. Row
14, from G14 to O14, (nine hexagons) must follow the sequence c1, c2, c3, c4,
et cetera. Row 15, fromH15 toO15, (eight hexagons) must follow, the sequence
c4, c1, c2, c3, et cetera.

We must warn to the reader that many different boards with four colors may
be obtained.

The set of hexagons labeled with letter kept constant are called columns (see Figure
1) and these are: column A, from A1 to A8; column B, from B1 to B9; column C,
from C1 to C10; column D, from D1 to D11; column E, from E1 to E12; column
F , from F1 to F13; column G, from G1 to G14; column H , from H1 to H15;
column I , from I2 to I15; column J , from J3 to J15; column K, from K4 to K15;
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Figure (3). Pieces and initial positions for the three color board.

column L, from L5 to L15; column M , from M4 to M15; column N , from N7 to
N15; column O, from O8 to O15.

Pieces legal movements for three color board At the beginning of the game one
team has the following sets of pieces according to the two kinds of boards. For the three
colors board, team 1 has 36 team1-colored pieces (the white pieces); the other team
has 36 team2-colored pieces (the black pieces). The symbols and the initial positions
for the pieces are shown in Figure 3.

Note that there are two rows of pawns; for instance, white pawns are in rows 3 and
4 to protect the mayor pieces from been attacked by the 1-color pieces in the initial
position. This rule will be clear after we explain how to move pawns and 1-color
pieces in article 5.7. Before that, we recall that the most basic movements are through
edges and vertex of the hexagons. In square boards are only four directions front-back,
and left-right, and trough two diagonals, and back and forth. With hexagons, we have
twelve possibilities, six for each hexagon’s side, and six for each vertex.Figure 4 and
Figure 6 show these possibilities. With a piece based inH8 moving through a vertex in
direction of I10 is called direction v1 (see Figure 4). The opposite direction is called
v−1. Moving counter wise to the next vertex of H8 we call v2 the direction from H8
to G9 and the opposite direction is called v−2. The next vertex direction is called v3
(from H8 toF6) and the opposite v−3 (from H8 toJ6). For edges (see Figure 6) the
direction moving from H8 to I9 is called direction e1, and the opposite, from H8 to
G7 is called e−1. The direction fromH8 toH9 is called e2, and the opposite direction
e−2. Finally, the direction from H8 to G8 is called e3 and its opposite e−3.

We labeled in the entire board all parallel directions to vertex and side directions,
defined in the last paragraph in the same way, regardless the hexagon on the board, in
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Figure (4). 1-color piece placed in H8 possible vertexes movements.

the same way of the free vectors in the Euclidean plane.

Article 5 (Legal movements for three colors board pieces). It is not permitted to
move a piece to a hexagon occupied by a piece of the same color. If a piece moves
to a hexagon occupied by an opponents piece the latter is captured and removed from
the chessboard as part of the same team. A piece is said to attack an opponent piece if
the piece could make a capture on that hexagon according to the Articles from 5.1 to
5.7. A piece is considered to attack a hexagon, even if such a piece is constrained from
moving to that because it would then leave or place the aim piece of its team under
attack.

Remark. Note that article 5 is equivalent to article 3 in [4]. Many other articles in this
paper are equivalent to those of FIDE or are variations of them. With this remark, we
avoid citations of FIDE laws from this point. Nevertheless, we emphasize that article
4, article 5, and article 6 are completely original and independent of FIDE rules.

5.1 The 1-color pieces. There are three 1-color pieces with respective colors: c1, c2,
c3. The 1-color pieces move through vertex in exclusively one direction v1 or v2
or v3 or v−1 or v−2 or v−3 and only in hexagons of its own color. In Figure 4 we
present an example of legal vertexes movements of a piece standing in H8. In
that figure, a piece in H8 can move through vertex v1 to I10, through vertex v2
to G9, through vertex v3 to F6; through vertex v−1 to G6, through vertex v−2

to I7, and finally, through vertex v−3 to J9.
An example of a legal movement for a 1-color piece is shown in Figure 5.

5.2 The 2-color pieces. There are three 2-colors pieces with respective colors: c1c2,
c1c3, and c2c3. These pieces are duplicated (only in the three colors board) to
a total of six 2-color pieces. The 2-color pieces move through edges exclusively
following a sequence of colors in only one way, i. e., for instance for the piece
c1c2-colors it has to move following the sequence c1, c2, c1, c2, et cetera or the
sequence c2, c1, c2, c1, et cetera. In order to do this 2-color pieces must change
directions. In Figure 6 we show the six edge directions of a piece standing in
H8. In that figure. a piece in H8 can move through edge e1 to I9, through edge
e2 to H9, through edge e3 to G8, through edge e−1 to G7, through edge e−2 to
H7, and finally, through edge v−3 to I8.

For instance in Figure 7, the symbol � corresponds to the directions e1,
e−3, e1, e−3, . . . or the opposite e3, e−1, e3, e−1, . . . ; the symbol ©
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Figure (5). Example of 1-color pieces movement.

Figure (6). 2-colors pieces placed in H8 possible edge movements.

corresponds to the directions e3, e2, e3, e2, . . . or e−2, e−3, e−2, e−3, . . . ;
and the symbol 4 corresponds the directions e1, e2,e1, e2, . . . or e−2,
e−1, e−2, e−1, . . . . The 2-colors pieces are allowed to change only two di-
rection in an alternate sequences of the last mentioned six possibilities.

5.3 The 3-color pieces. The movement of this piece is illustrated in Figure 8. These
pieces move through the sequence of colors c1,c2,c3, or c2,c3,c1 or c3,c1,c2,
and just in this order. Notice that these pieces keep a constant edge direction for
instance with the symbol© the piece in Figure 8 moves in the direction e2 or in
the opposite direction e−2 and et cetera. Note that 2-colors and 3-colors pieces
located in the center of the board G7 both of them attack 36 hexagons.

5.4 The 1&3-colors pieces.The symbol for these pieces is⊕. These pieces do com-
bine the movement of the 3-colors piece and the one color piece, as the queen
in regular chess do combines the movement of rooks and bishops. We show in
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Figure (7). Example of 2-color pieces possible trajectories.

Figure (8). Example of 3-colors pieces possible trajectories.

Figure 9 a piece sited in G7 that may move as a 3-colors through the labeled
hexagons with ©, 4, and � symbols; this piece and may also move as a 1-
color yellow-green color through the labeled hexagons with the symbol ?. Note
that the ⊕ piece may move as a 1-color piece of the color in which is sited, be-
fore starting the movement. Note that for this piece q as defined in section ?? is
q = 54/127 ≈ 0.42519, a number very close to the classic square chess value.

5.5 The aim piece. This piece is equivalent to the king in regular chess. The symbol
to denote these pieces is �.
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Figure (9). Example of 1&3-colors pieces possible movements.

5.5.a The aim piece can move only one hexagon at a time through edges or vertex,
but of any color, provided the hexagon not attacked by one or more of the
opponents pieces. As an example, a black aim piece is in G7 in Figure 10.
Labeled with a � symbol are the possible movements. Observe that it is pos-
sible to reach the yellow hexagons moving through vertex with a movement
similar to the 1-color pieces, but by moving one hexagon at a time in each
direction.

5.5.b Castling’ is allowed with 2-colors pieces and it is a move of the aim piece
and either 2-colors piece of the same team along the players first row (row
1 for team 1, and row 13 for team 2), it counts as a single move of the
aim. Castling is as follows: the aim is transferred from its original hexagon
two hexagons towards the 2-colors on its original hexagon, then that rook is
transferred to the hexagon the king has just crossed. The right to castle has is
lost: [a] if the aim has already moved, or [b] with a 2-colors that has already
moved. Castling is prevented temporarily: [a] if the hexagon on which the
aim stands, or the hexagon which it must cross, or the hexagon which it is to
occupy, is attacked by one or more of the opponent’s pieces, or [b] if there
is any piece between the aim and the 2-colors with which castling is to be
affected.

5.5.c The aim piece is said to be ’in check’ if it is attacked by one or more of the
opponent’s pieces, even if such pieces are constrained from moving to that
hexagon because they would then leave or place their own aim in check. No
piece can be moved that will either expose the aim piece of the same team
to check or leave that aim piece in check.

5.6 Anti-1&3 piece. The equivalent to this piece in normal chess is the knight. The
movement of this piece can be explained as a piece which may attack a 1&3-
colors piece without being itself attacked, sited in the closest hexagon to the
1&3-piece. For instance, for the 1&3-colors pieces sited in G7 in Figure 9 the
closest hexagons which are not under attack of this piece are in K8, K7, I10,
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Figure (10). Example of a black aim piece possible movements.

Figure (11). Example of an anti-1&3 piece movements.

H10, F9, E8, D6, D5, E4, F4, H5, and I6. the anti1&3-colors piece sited in
the last mentioned hexagons may move to G7 regardless other pieces are placed
around, i.e. this piece ‘jumps’. Examples of the movements of this piece are
shown in Figure 11, where the available hexagons are denoted by �. To recall
how this piece moves, we may think the piece as moving in one direction through
edges, two hexagons and then one more direction in one of the closest different
directions. For instance, a black anti-1&3 located in G7moves two hexagons in
direction e2 and one in direction e3, to land in F9.
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Figure (12). Example of teams 1 and 2 pawns movements.

5.7 Pawns. In Figure 12 we show team 1 (white) and team 2 (black) pawns move-
ments. The black pawn sited inG6 may move throughG5 and F5, � symbol in
Figure 12, and may capture pieces in H5 and E5 (× symbol). The white pawn
sited inB3 may move toC4 or alternatively toD5 (� symbol) and may capture
in A4, D4 or C5 (� symbol). The specific general rules of pawns movements
are described below.

5.7. a The team 1 pawn may move in directions e1 or e2 to the unoccupied
hexagons immediately in front of it on the same direction, � symbol in Fig-
ure 12. Team 2 pawn may move in directions e−1 or e−2 to the unoccupied
hexagons immediately in front of it on the same direction, � in Figure 12.

5.7.b On its first move the pawn may move as in Figure 12 or alternatively it may
advance two hexagons along the same direction provided both hexagons are
unoccupied.

5.7.c The pawn may move to a hexagon occupied by an opponents piece, which
is in front of it on three possible vertex directions, i.e. in directions v1, v2 or
v−3 for team 1 pawns capturing that piece, � symbol in Figure 12; and for
team 2, directions v−1, v3 or v−2, × in Figure 12.

5.7.d When a pawn reaches the rank furthest raw from its starting position (row
15 for team 1 and row 1 for team 2) it must be exchanged as part of the same
move on the same square for a new 1&3 colors, 3-colors, 2-colors, 1-color,
or anti-1&3, of the same team. The players choice is not restricted to pieces
that have been captured previously. This exchange of a pawn for another
piece is called promotion, and the effect of the new piece is immediate.

5.7.e A pawn attacking a hexagon crossed by an opponents pawn which has ad-
vanced two hexagons in one move from its original square may capture this
opponents pawn as though the latter had been moved only one hexagon. This
capture is only legal on the move following this advance and is called an en
passant’ capture as in the square board chess.
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Figure (13). Pieces and initial positions for the four colors board

Legal movements for the four color board pieces The symbols and the initial po-
sitions for the pieces are in Figure 13. We recall that the most basic movements are
through edges of the hexagons and vertex each in six different directions as in the three
colors board. Concerning to the labels of edges and vertex, the same rules for the three
colors board apply. The main difference between the three colors board with the four
colors is the existence of the 4-colors piece. As can be seen in Figure 14 the 4-colors
piece placed in H8 may be attacked by a 2-colors piece (green and white) placed in
the column H without being attacked.

Article 6 (Legal movements for pieces of the four colors board). Same rules of the
first paragraph of article 5 hold fro the general rules. Specific rules for the pieces of
the four colors board are enumerated below.

6.1 The 4-colors piece. . This piece is equivalent to a 1&3-colors piece of the three
colors board and the queen in regular chess, since q as defined in section ?? is
q = 72/169 ≈ 0.4260. The 4-colors piece may move following the sequences
c1, c2, c3, c4 or c2, c3 ,c4, c1, or c3, c4, c1, c2 or c4, c1, c2, c3, and their inverses
of each one, and by keeping a constant edge or vertex direction, in Figure 14 this
movements are shown with the symbols: �, �, 4, and �. This piece also may
move as a 2-colors in the color in which is placed and the non-neighboring color
in the four color sequence in which is moving. In Figure 13 this color is white,
and in the example, this movement option is shown with ◦ symbols through the
H column (i. e. in the color green and white it may move as a 2-colors piece).
Finally, this piece may also move as a 1-color piece in the color in which the
piece is placed and not included in the other options. In the example of Figure
13 this color is green, and this movement option is shown with ? symbols. Note
that in a sense the 4-colors piece as we defined it is a kind of 1&4-colors of table
?? that is we have 17 pieces instead of 18 of that table for the four colors set.
Note that in adding one 2-colors direction and one 1-color direction we keep the
symmetry of the 4-colors piece movements. When moving this piece, the player
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Figure (14). Example of a 4-colors piece movements.

must announce in advance what kind of possibilities would be using: 4-colors or
2-colors or 1-color.

6.2 The 3-colors pieces in the four color board. For the four colors board, there
are four different 3-colors pieces which are shown in Figure 16. An example of
the green-yellow-white piece possible movements is shown in Figure 16a. In the
example the 3-colors piece is sited in H9 and may move to either I9, J9 or J8,
in that way may move at most three hexagons with the three different colors of
its label, this is illustrated with the ◦ symbol. With the same symbol are labeled
the hexagons H10, G10, and F10. The hexagons labeled with � symbol show
the other two movement possibilities according to the following rule. Any 3-
colors pieces labeled with colors ci, cj , ck with i 6= j 6= k may move up to three
consecutive hexagons of the same color of their labels, depending on which color
the piece is placed. If the piece is placed in color ci the same hexagon’s color
could be reached only at the third hexagon in the sequence and never before the
third movement, in this way a piece placed in color ci may move in the following
sequences:
(a) three movements, cj , ck, ci or ck, cj , ci;
(b) two movements, cj , ck or ck, cj ;
(c) one movement, cj or ck

Remark. Observe that this piece may attack the 4-colors piece without been
attacked as long as all the legal movement hexagons between them are not occu-
pied, since 3-colors pieces are not allowed to jump.

6.3 The 2-colors pieces for the four colors board. The two colors stripes in the
four colors board are disconnected, this is why we may allow them to jump, but
only one hexagon of the other color different from the color in which the piece is
placed. In Figure 17, for instance, a gray-yellow piece is sited inG7 the entireG
column is gray-yellow colored. If the piece would move to the other neighboring
stripes of the same colors, the piece is only allowed to move to E5 or, to E7 or,
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Figure (15). Example of a 3-colors piece movements for the four colors board.

(a) Green-white-yellow 3-colors piece. (b) Grey-yellow-green 3-colors piece.

(c) Yellow-white-gray 3-colors piece. (d) Green-gray-white 3-colors piece.

Figure (16). The four possibilities of 3-colors pieces in the four color board.

to I7 or to I9 since these hexagons are of different color (yellow) from the color
in which the piece is placed (gray).

In Figure 18f it can be seen that the green-white 2-colors piece is similar to
the gray-yellow, both of them have four options to change of strip. The other
four 2-colors pieces have only two possibilities as may be seen in Figure 18b,
Figure 18c, Figure 18d, and Figure 18e.

6.4 The 1-color piece for the four colors board. The main difference with the three
colors board is that now, the 1-color pieces are allowed to move through vertex
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Figure (17). Example of a 2-colors piece movements for the four colors board.

and also through sides, whereas in the three colors board this piece moves also
jumping, but only through vertexes. An example of piece movement is in Figure
19. In that example a piece placed in G8 is allowed to move in directions v3 or
v−3 or e2 or e−2. All other 1-colors pieces move similarly.

6.5 The anti4 piece. The movement of this piece is the same in the geometric
sense that the anti1& 3-piece of the three colors board. This piece may attack
the 4-colors piece without being attacked, regardless of the existence of pieces
in between. An example of this piece possible movements is in Figure 20.

6.6 The aim piece for the four colors board. The aim piece movements rules are
the same as in the three colors board in article 5, item 5.5. Adding a fourth color
do not increase the geometric movements possibilities of the aim piece, as the
reader may confirm by herself.

6.7 The pawns. Pawns for the four colors board may move as the pawns in article 5
item 5.7.

Article 7 (The general rules for moving the pieces). The general rules for moving
the pieces are equivalent to those of the chess classic game.

7.1 Each move must be made with one hand only.
7.2 Provided that she first expresses her intention (for example by saying jadoube

or I adjust), the player having the move may adjust one or more pieces on their
hexagons.

7.3 Except as provided in Article 7.2, if the player has the move deliberately touches
on the chessboard:

7.3a. one or more of her pieces, she must move the first piece touched which can
be moved

7.3b. one or more of her opponents pieces, she must capture the first piece touched
which can be captured

7.3c. one piece of each color, she must capture the opponents piece with her piece
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(a) Green-white 2-colors piece. (b) Green-gray 2-colors piece.

(c) Yellow-gray 2-colors piece. (d) Gray-white 2-colors piece.

(e) Gray-yellow 2-colors piece. (f) Yellow-white 2-colors piece.

Figure (18). The six possibilities for 2-colors pieces for the four colors board.

or, if this is illegal, move or capture the first piece touched which can be
moved or captured. If it is unclear, whether the players own piece or her
opponents was touched first, the players piece shall be considered to have
been touched before her opponents.

7.4 If a player has the move:
7.4a. deliberately touches her king and rook she must castle on that side if it is

legal to do so
7.4b. deliberately touches a rook and then her king she is not allowed to castle on

that side on that move, and the situation shall be governed by Article 7.3.a
7.4c. intending to castle, touches the aim or the aim and 3-colors piece at the same

time, but castling on that side is illegal, the player must make another legal
move with her aim piece (which may include castling on the other side). If
the aim has no legal move, the player is free to make any legal move

7.4d. promotes a pawn, the choice of the piece is finalized, when the piece has
touched the hexagon of promotion.

7.5 If none of the pieces touched can be moved or captured, the player may make
any legal move.

7.6 When, as a legal move or part of a legal move, a piece has been released on a
hexagon, it cannot be moved to another hexagon on this move. The move is then
considered to have been made:
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Figure (19). Example of a 1-colors piece movements for the four colors board.

Figure (20). Example of the anti4-colors piece movements for the four colors board.

7.6a in the case of a capture, when the captured piece has been removed from the
chessboard and the player, having placed her own piece on its new hexagon,
has released this capturing piece from her hand

7.6 b in the case of castling, when the player’s hand has released the rook on the
hexagon previously crossed by the king. When the player has released the
king from her hand, the move is not yet made, but the player no longer has
the right to make any move other than castling on that side, if this is legal

7.6 c in the case of the promotion of a pawn, when the pawn has been removed
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from the chessboard and the player’s hand has released the new piece after
placing it on the promotion hexagon. If the player has released from her hand
the pawn that has reached the promotion hexagon, the move is not yet made,
but the player no longer has the right to play the pawn to another hexagon.
The move is called legal when all the relevant requirements of Articles 5 and
in its case 6 have been fulfilled. If the move is not legal, another move shall
be made instead as per Article 7.5.

7.7 A player forfeits her right to a claim against her opponents violation of Article 7
once she deliberately touches a piece.

Article 8 (The completion of the game). 8.1a The game is won by the player who
has checkmated her opponents king. This immediately ends the game, provided
that the move producing the checkmate position was a legal move.

8.1b The game is won by the player whose opponent declares she resigns. This im-
mediately ends the game.

8.2a. The game is drawn when the player to move has no legal move, and her king
is not in check. The game is said to end in stalemate, this immediately ends the
game, provided that the move producing the stalemate position was legal.

8.2b. The game is drawn when a position has arisen in which neither player can check-
mate the opponents king with any series of legal moves. The game is said to end
in a dead position, this immediately ends the game, provided that the move pro-
ducing the position was legal. (See Article 10 10.6)

8.2c. The game is drawn upon agreement between the two players during the game,
this immediately ends the game. (See Article 10 10.1)

8.2d. The game may be drawn if an identical position is about to appear or has ap-
peared on the chessboard at least three times. (See Article 10 10.2)

8.2e. The game may be drawn if each player has made at least the last 50 consecutive
moves without the movement of any pawn and any capture. (See Article 10 10.3)

Article 9 (Chess clock). For chromatic boards chess clock rules are similar to classic
chess rules. [The chess clock] For hexagonal boards the rules of use of the chess clock
are similar to the classic rules of normal chess, [4, Article 6].

Article 10 ( The drawn game ). The rules to determine if a game is tied are the same
as the rules of the classical chess [4, Article 9]
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